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Press, publicity & keynotes
* An exciting and unusual multi-translated novel that has
gained critical plaudits around the world.
* Features the ‘perfect’ anti-hero, who represents how
men have exploited women in the past.
* A historical epic exploring leftfield themes – such as the
pharmaceutical industry, the experience of Dutch Jews
during the War, and patriarchy – in an entertaining and
convincing way.
“A dark, fascinating exploration of man’s
nature set during an era of exciting scientific
discovery and geopolitical turmoil.”

A riveting thriller about greed, power, hormones, illicit sex,
and the battle for women’s bodies … and the monstrous
megalomaniac who believes he can have it all.

The Lancet

Vainglorious Mordechai de Paauw is ruthless: in the years
before World War II, the Dutch pharmaceutical entrepreneur is on the cutting edge of science and determined to
develop the contraceptive pill… no matter what the cost.
Testing hormonal treatments on his female workers, and
sexually exploiting them, Mordechai’s secret immoral life
and his successful company are threatened by the rise of
Hitler and, years later, a shocking scandal involving his
brash son. Will Mordechai ever find redemption, and will
the women he manipulates regain control over their own
bodies?

“This is historical fiction at its best.
Disturbing on many levels … impeccable
tone and extraordinary detail. Though
covering a serious subject, it’s at times
amusing with its dry wit.”
Entertainment Realm

“A story written with color and momentum.”
de Volkskrant

“A beautiful novel about the proud tyrant
De Paauw that is based on imagination,
but probably contains a lot more truth
than we would like.”
Brabants Dagblad

“A despicable man, yet the perfect narrator”
Historical Novel Society

About the author
Dutch writer Saskia Goldschmidt worked as both a youth
theatre producer and drama teacher before she wrote
Compulsory Happiness, about her growing up in the
shadow of the Holocaust. The Hormone Factory was an
instant success in the Netherlands and has been published
in Germany, Israel and the United States.
Translation by Hester Velmans.
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